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Temperature measurement

Face mask detection

Multiple scenarios for access control

Easy and automated 
Green Pass (COVID Certificate) 
verification for every visitor



Automatic synchronization 
with EU COVID certificate database 
in realtime and instant validation

Each issuing body (e.g. a hospital, 
a test centre, a health authority) 
has its own digital signature key. 
All of them are stored in a secure 
database in each country.

The European Commission has 
built a gateway through which 
all certificate signatures can be 
verified across the EU. 
The personal data of the 
certificate holder does not pass 
through the gateway, as this 
is not necessary to verify 
the digital signature. 

The EU Digital COVID Certificate 
contains a QR-code with a digital 
signature to protect it 
against falsification.

When the QR-code is scanned 
by the QR-code reader, the 
certificate will be checked and 
the signature will be verified.

If the visitor is vaccinated or 
tested/recovered and his COVID 
Certificate will be verified as valid 
by our terminal, he will be allowed 
to visit the place.



QR-code
in the smartphone

Scanning with
Partizan PAR-QM11 1.0

Partizan STD-2MP
as a controller

Temperature
measurement

Face mask
detection

Face
recognition

COVID certificate
verification

CHECKING AND SAVING TO THE LOG

Partizan Cloud

Partizan App
for iOS and Android 

PUSH
notifications

EMAIL
notifications
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Retail business,
shopping centers

and stores

Schools, 
academies and

universities

Infrastructure objects,
border checkpoints,

airports, railway stations

Government,
commercial and

residential buildings

Stadiums, cinemas,
museums, libraries,

entertainment zones

Clinics, dentistry,
cosmetologists,
beauty salons

Factories, 
industrial and

manufacturing areas

QR-code reader PAR-QM11 1.0 recommended for installation with 
face recognition and temperature measurement access control device
Partizan STD-2MP in the following places: 

Besides the Digital COVID Certificate, you can scan events tickets, 
workplace passes, temporary passes to facilities with limited access, etc.

Contact details:


